Comparison of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Torso phantoms.
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Torso phantom, which is the de facto standard for lung counter calibration for low energy photon emitters, has undergone a number of revisions since its development. The first generation used real human bone: the second generation used synthetic bone and had a major design change; the third generation had more subtle material and mould changes. This work has compared a first generation, two second generation, and two third generation LLNL phantoms to see if there are any differences between the phantoms. The comparison of five LLNL phantoms using the same counting regions has shown that the second and third generation phantoms are essentially equivalent at low photon energies, but the first generation phantom shows an increased counting efficiency at low photon energies due to a design flaw. It is also apparent that these phantoms have maintained their performance characteristics over an extended period of time.